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Background: 

Testing software systems, especially of existing software artifacts, is often challeng-
ing. Although software developers are supported at different stages by various testing 
frameworks, the decision how and which tests are implemented is left to the develop-
ers themselves. This way, due to pressure of time and cost, all too often tests are im-
plemented, that poorly represent the logic of the program and are thus insufficient for 
critical systems. 

Approaches, that aim at a better selection of test input parameters and hence an im-
provement of testing, are, for example, symbolic execution [1], equivalence class par-
titioning [2], or boundary value analysis [3]. Framework for such methods partly ex-
ist, but are then usually applicable for a particular class of programming language or a 
specific testing framework (like Junit). Furthermore, such tools are, in many cases, 
not integrated in open source IDEs like Eclipse. 

In the context of a conceptualization and development of a flexible ‘Test Automation 
Framework’ (shown in the figure), this topic aims at the development of a concept 
and an implementation of a prototype for a test generator. 

 

 
 

This prototype should allow the selection of reasonable test input parameters for unit 
testing a particular method. Besides this, the concept should be open to back different 
programming languages of a family and should provide cross-border test framework 
support. 
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The complexity of this topic requires an iterative and incremental approach, which, 
depending on the course type and effort, offers several sub-topics to be investigated 
and worked on. 

This topic is provided and supervised in cooperation with our industry partner Soft-
ware Quality Lab (https://www.software-quality-lab.com/). 

 

Tasks: 

• Analysis of source code and test data 

• Identification and evaluation of means and methods for test case generation 

• Identification and evaluation of means and methods for parameter analysis 

• Conceptualization of a model for parameter class representation  

• Conceptualization of a model for the representation of source code 

• Prototypical development of a generator or editor which is able to find test param-
eters based on input parameters 

• Evaluation of the prototype 

 

Expertise: 

For this topic a set of skills is recommended (at least two are mandatory). 

• SQS course (software quality assurance) 

• Java programming skills 

• Data modeling 

• Empirical evaluation, e.g. case study, pre/post comparison 

• Eclipse RCP (is an advantage) 

• C/C++ (is an advantage) 
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